We describe h u t the terms of panicipation to the project, as a user, as an associated developer, or as a database provider.
INTRODUCTION
Designing a high quality 'ITS system is an increasingiy complex task, which typically requires the coopaation of various specialists. As a d t of this multi-disciphmity, however, it has become more and more difficult to achieve it with public funding only.
Hence this paradox, recently denoted by Cole et al. [l] : "Asfor inand constquentiy speech n m m h has s e e m i In contrast to a decade ago, ir is cult to gain access to a state-o$the-art +he-sis system that will allowjidl contwi of the panmeters necessary for cona'ucting speech tescarch".
The MBROLA project, recently initiated by the TCrS Lab of the Facult6 Polytechnique de Mons (Belgium) , precisely aims at changing this situation by gathering a set of speech synthesizers free of use for non commercial purposes.
Central to this project is MBROLA 2.00, a speech synthesizet based on the concatenation of diphones. Diphone databases tailored to the MBROLA format an needed to mn the synthesizer, and the MBROLA project is organized so as to incite other festafdl labs or companies to share their diphone databases. 
Join as a user
The MBROLA 200 program can k W y used for non " m e rcial and non military applications. When no charge is made, the p m gram may be copied and dismbuted fmly. In return, the authors ask usm to mention the present paper in any scientific publication referring to work for which this program has been used. Those points arc precisely described in a license file coming along with MBROLA.
A typical example of scientific use, published in these proceedings [7] is 
Join as a developer
The MBROLA license allows the user to develop programs on top of the synthesizer in the framework of the MBROLA project. The availability of talking apps built on top of MBROLA (especially scientific tools for testing prosody and talking tools for handicapped p o n s , but also tallring clocks, talking calendar, a), is announced via the mhla-interest mailing list
We encourage developen to dismbute these applications in the same way as MBROLA, so that the mbrola archives become a speech tool library available for fnc to the communiry.
Applications working on top of MBROLA may not be sold or incorporated into any product which is sold without prior pamission from the author.
Join as a diphone database provider
One of the biggest interests of the MBROLA project (and definitely its most original aspect) lies in its ability to provide an ever growing set of langwg&voices to users. To achieve this goal, the MBROL4 project has been organired so as to inciteothansesrdt labs or companies to share their diphone dambases.
The tams of this sharing policy can be summalid as follows:
1. We shall only use the sharcddatabase to adapt ittothembrola format, and destroy the copy when this is done. 2. The resulting mbmk diphone database will be copyzight Facult6 Polytechnique de Mons -TSUTOIT. Non-commacial use of the database in the framework of the MBROLA project will be automatically granted to Internet users. In return, we send to the database provider a license agreement which transfers all our coxxmackl rights on the newly created dambase to him, provided the database is used with and only with the MBROLA program.
Tbe MBROLA project allows us to easily build diphone databases, since the spectral analysis-resynthesis on which the synthedzer depends is compleuly automatic. The next section gives advice to help users prepare a diphone database for its processing according to the MBROLA format.
CREATION OF A DIPHONE DATABASE
Creating a database is typically achieved in four steps : Creating a text c o p , Recording the corpus, Segmenting the speech corpus, Equalizing diphones.
In the following paragraphs we concentrate on the first three points, since equalization facilities Can be p r o v i c~~~ in the processing of MBROLA databases.
. 1 . Creating a text corpus
Diphones are speech units that begin in the middle of the stable state of a phone and md in the middle of the following one. Their main intarst in synthesis is that they minimize concatenation problems. since they involve most of-the aansitions and co-articulations between phones, while requiring an affordable amount of memory, as their number remains relatively small (as opposed to other synthesis units such as half-syllables or mphones).
Hence, the first step to build a diphone database consists of fixing a list of all the phones of a language. Notice that phones are acoustic instances of phonemes. Phonemes are themselves defined on a functional. linguistic leveL Obtaining a list of phones fiom a list of phonemes requires to number allophones, i.e. acoustic vcrsions of some phonemes that significantly differ from the standard one, mostly due to co-articulation con". Although it is not necwary to account for all allophonic variations to build an intelligible synthesizer, the naturalness of syn-W c speech may be affected if too few allophones are considered.
In FRI. for example, we did not consider allophones at all. As a result. some allophonic phenomena, such as devoicing of IRI when followed or preceded by unvoiced plosives. is only partially accounted for.
When a complete list of phones has emerged, including allophones if possible, a comsponding list of diphones is immediately obtained, and a list of words is carefully completed in such a way that each diphones appears at least once (twice is better, for security). Unfavorable positions, like inside messed syllables or in strongly reduced (i.e. over-c~-articulatcd) contexts, should be excluded. One typically uscs carria scntcntts in which the word wirh the diphone considered is insened. Notice that many diphones only appear in the association of words (i.e. not in single words). A number of diphones even never appear at all. Hence, the task of creating a text corpus which contains ail existing ones is not mvial.
Recording the corpus
The corpus is then read, by a professional speaker if possible, digitally recorded, and stored in digital format
In order for the MBROLA resynthesis operation to achieve best n-sults, it is important to note that the corpus should be read with the most monotonic intonation possible (just like when reading a long and borihg enumeration). Even the end of words should maintain their fundamental fresuency constant. Since this is a totally unnatural way of reading a text. the speaker should train before starting the rccocding session.
Database provider who already have a diphone database which they want to adapt to the MBROLA format should contact the author (mbrolabtcts.fpms.a.be), even if it has not been recorded with constant pitch. It is very likely that the database can be used anyway.
It is best to use high quality audio devices (microphone, pre-amp, AID coqvmer). The sound recording tools provided with many low- 
CONCLUSIONS
the widespread dissemination of scientific tools for and transcription, and for the testing of prosody genemion ihgorithms, will give iife to new collaboration effon~ in the field of dpeech synthesis.
An i w i n g number of scientists working in the area of natural language processing and speech synthesis d e v e l o p working on prosody generation won't be unwelcome, as the production of natural or at least credible intonation and rhythm variations will likely remain one of the weakest points of speech synthesis for the years to come.
For more details, and to download MBROLA and its diphone databases, you are invited to report to the MBROLA WWW Home page:
This WWW page includes mirror addresses in France, Switzerland and in the USA.
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